This paper is an extension of the previous work that proposed formulation for applying Bayesian updating for post-earthquake inspection of steel frames in which beam-to-column connections are potentially fractured. A new model is proposed so that it can take into consideration the correlation of errors in estimating the safety margin. Its feature is summarized as: (1) beam-to-column connections are configured into some groups, (2) the average error is divided into that related to the entire building and that peculiar to each group, and (3) Bayesian updating is applied only for that with the whole building and that with the group to which the inspected beam-to-column connection belongs. In addition of the formulation, illustrative examples show that by applying the proposed model, priority of connection in the inspection order can alter as the results of prior inspection and that the same conclusion on the probability of occurrence of hidden failure can be lead with a fewer number of inspection locations.
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Case 0 =1/30rad. ─ 859 ─ Post-earthquake building inspection needs effectiveness and rationality in order to resume urban activity early, especially those for metropolitan area where abundant high-rise buildings may be suffered from a disaster simultaneously.
This paper is an extension of the previous work that proposed a formulation for applying Bayesian updating for post-earthquake inspection of steel frames in which beam-to-column connections are potentially fractured. In the formulation, probability distributions of deformation demand and capacity of connections are modeled as that their variances are divided into those of the average error as the entire building, and those of deviations from the average. Then, Bayesian updating is applied for the former alone. The previous method has an advantage in easiness of computation, however, does not provide any information about which connections become more suspicious than others when a failure is detected because all of estimation errors are supposed as statistically independent among those in a whole building.
In this paper, a new model is proposed so that it can take into consideration of correlation of errors in estimating safety margin among members, then it can reflect the position of detected failure into updating failure probability.
The feature of proposed model is summarized as: (1) beam-to-column connections are configured as some groups in which variance of estimation error can be smaller, (2) the average error is divided into that related to the whole building and that peculiar to each group, and (3) Bayesian updating is applied only for that with the whole building and that with the group to which inspected beam-to-column connection belongs.
The process of updating failure probability is expressed from Eq. (4) to Eq. (8). The probability that no failure is hidden in uninspected connections is denoted by Eq. (13). In addition to formulation, Monte Carlo simulation for nine-story six-bay planar frame shown in Fig.3 is described to show that the proposed method has good accuracy by comparing the value led by Eq.(13) with simulation results at each inspection step.
Parametric study as illustrative examples shows that by applying the proposed method, the order of priority in beam-to-column connections to be inspected can alter as the results of prior inspection. It also shows that, with the proposed model, the same conclusion about failure probability can be led with fewer numbers of inspection location than with the previous model, in case that variance of estimation error can be smaller by configuring beam-to-column connections into groups. （2014 年 9 月 9 日原稿受理，2015 年 2 月 20 日採用決定）
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